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Nevertheless5 Blanc's emphasis on reform, on gradual and,
nhange. T-pma i
i.:afiT?pnyT^^
Another aspect of his""thoiight which
bore continuing significance was related to his concept of the
right to work and the rewards of labor. Giving expression to an
old idea5 JBlanc championed the slogan; "From each according to
his,3Mlli$^^^^nbo""^ch^'^^a^€oxa^
his ne.edg 7"
/

To illustrate the variety as well as to indicate another
source of ideas in pre-Marxian socialismj one final figure may be
noted. Pierre Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865), a French waiter an4_
onetime parliamentary deputy, was^^an anarchlst^^v^t^utl'odlgT^^trictly
speakings the anarchist aim of society without go^erl^ent does not
fit in with those socialist conceptions postulating the state as
an instrument of reform. y)ie.^a.narjih.iaJi-jp.Qsition^ however^ bears a
similarity to other socialist theories which regard government as
a tooT~Tf^"oppression by the dominant cra.'Sg^S. j^roIMEo'n, moreover,
shared a number ojf views held~1b^o'ther schools of socialism. Critical
of the existing economic system, he held that "nrnpArtv
thpft,"
espoused the labor theory of value „ and opposed TeoIT"^^?^
and—
1 ntPTFtst- Marx., though ultimately disdainfal of Proudhon^ learned
much from him concerning the "contradictions" of capitalism.
Altogether bv 1848 a considerable heritage of socialist
thnup-ht existed,, the product of a host of writers representing
different branches of a family of ideas. Along with the indiv
iduals already mentioned were many others whose contributions rate
some acknowledgment in standard histories of socialism. By 1848,
certain ideas were current, although not widely held or even known
by many people. It was on this basis that the structure of modern
socialism was erected, in theory and practice.

2.

Karl Marx

With the 1840 "S the SOCialis.t..JieJ2i±agja.
.profffnyiri
changes.^
Most significantly, these may be attributed to the
i^nTTuence of Kar l Marx ,(1818-1883). in whose person were joined
both the intellectual critic and the practical revolutionary. Xlis_
iniport of his^lUje, if any one meaning can be drawn from it, lav in
the works to which he gave himself with single-minded devot-ion. Jill,
else w^ assigned lower p3rToritv: material comfort, personal wel
fare, respectability. Even the poverty and suffering of his family,
though bitterly and painfully experienced, were not permitted to
sway the concentration he felt compelled to bring to his study,
writing, and organizational activities. This triumph of will, indeed,
was aided by the forbearance and equal dedication of his wife, as
well as by the intellectual and pecuniary support he derived from
his close friend, Friedrich Engels (1820-1895), In the end, the
,il|iac±_ojLMarx las transcended the^Jbcamds Qf._sQ.cialist development,
^ffecj^ng
g-i g-ni f 1
pnvtinn of WTnbfflffiqiinant political , economiC,
and social thought and action, in both the East and West.
By contrast, his early years were quite unremarkable and gave
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little hint of his future role. The—gon of a middle-class lawyer„
Marx was brought up in conventional circumstances in the Rhenish
town of Trier. The one discordant note in his background was
provided by the position of his family, formerly Jewish, as new
arrivals to the state church of Prussia. As a child, he was
distinguished by several strong characteristics: a considerable
intelligence bent on discovering truth, independence, stubbornness,
and a hot temper, traits which he was to carry with him all through
life. To this may be added the influence of his father, who cherished
the ideals of the Enlightenment and offered his son a faith ih reason
gnicL pro^resB. Although karx was xo rebel against any simple belief
in the automoatic achievement of human perfection, his hope for a
better lot for mankind may stem from the outlook of his family.
Although urged by his father to prepare for a career in law,
Marjc deGiiied.--^te---f>^audon legal studies in„jEa5fcQx. of history and nhll-jpsophy. This change, in turn, reflected a deeper transformation.
His whole thinking and interests underwent a decisive-jencounter _
with Hegelian thought at the liniversTTy oY'Beflin. In particular,
h±s rater philosophy of history clearly bears the imprint of Hegel,
although opposed in important respects to the latter-s theories.
To the extent that divergence existed, this was supported by Marx®
association with a group of intellectuals known subsequently as the
Young (or Left) Hegelians. Insisting that Hegelianism was more
than a tool for understanding the past, they sought to apply it to
future development. In this, the Young Hegelians stood for revo
lutionary changes in existing ideas and institutions. Although
Marx eventually broke with them, there is little question that he
was influenced by their approach.
In 1841 Mary rnmpi
hie frivninl
I i i iii _ iili f n i ri-i np-.. a
doctor's degree from the University of Jena. Through continued
study he finally reached the philosophical position he was to hold
for the remainder of his life. Following graduation, he became the
editor of a newspaper in Cologne^ and used his"position to launch
al^rsistent alctack on the policies of the Prussian government. In
1843 the government answered by suppressing the paper,
Marx' year
in Cologne was, nevertheless, productive. It was here that he first
read the ideas of contemporary French socialists and communists and
became acquainted with current political problems. Convinced that
he needed to possess greater knowledge in the field of economic
thought, he began a systematic study of the writings of such men
as Quesnay, Adam Smith, Ricardo, and Sismondi. He also continued
his interest in history and read Machiavelli's Prince. However,
of all the books Marx read in his formative perTod The mnst iriflneiitxaIIiw^.FeB.e.rbac,hl.jS_jIrlllqMe_OLf„.tha"Ilieg^i^^
r 183977
(1804-1872) filled a crucial gap in Marx'
developing outlook. In opposition to prevailing Hegelian thought,
he rejected -^e idealistic metaphysical doctrine that ideas and
behavior
paused bv the spi];'i£^_aja age in human history.
"ler-,—-j nc^iwteH nn the primacy of material'IFacfors ;i n ri^.erThus, Feuerba'ch could argue, and
mlrxiJig man! g .thinl£ijiS.,jaM„.a^^^
evidently enjoy the pun: "Der Mensch ist was er isst." {Man i^ ^at
he eats),
Although Marx
wTthnSim on some points,
his own materialist position owes much to the work of Feuerba^.
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FolJj3i5^i»g his marj:±a.g& tn 18435 Marx se11led in Franne,
continuing his Journalistic activity arid com^
his basic
study of French socialism. In this process<, he met leading
intellectuals who gathered in the French capital. It was_aX.
tfei&^^time, moreover, that he m^e -..tfee.friendsljip
1 ifelong
coiiaiiQrator. Friedrich Engels, Ejxgels
Engels.J tKe son of a wealtfiy'
GermajL-jcalton manTiTnrtii^"r7''T.ater emigrated to England "and worked
in Manchester for an affiliate of his father°s firm. His writings
lacked the brilliance and originality of Marx, but were perhaps
more lucid. Together with his other work^ they established Engels
as one of the founders of modern socialism.
MarxL Slav in Paris lasted until 1845, Falsely implicated
ijnLtli£-HPMliIijcaJ;i-Qa^p
critical of the Prussian monarchy,
he was expelled...by,p r o t e s t b y P r u s s ia,
For "the next three years he lived in Brussels5 writing extensively
and making contact with various German and Belgian socialists and
communists. This marked the beginning of the dual car^^p-r
typg
tiL-Pursue until his deaUi: theorist and revolutionary. Seeking
to form a cosmopolitan revolutionary movemerrTT'Tie established
CommunicatApn-JBLUJi a German group in London called'the Comm^ist
Leagug., . It jg,as.„J[or this,orgaiH'zation<,"expanded under his leaa&rship5, that Marx and Engels drew up the famous statement of oh-jectives known as" the Communist Manifesto (1848),
Marx achieved immediate but limited notoriety w^h the publicajy^n of the Communist Manifesto, As. a direct consequencel^ZBl"

was expeJJL£.dlfrcatL-BalgxtmlQ3x..tli&I®4te-^oS^

„

Marx went to Paris, but soon retnynpfi m his native
when
revolution broke out in Germany, He reestablished his former pap^r
in Cologne and 4;h3?ew..higiS!eir£ImhQljeJieartedly int the
;
seeking to further„tM.^a
League, Using "agents
to gathier information and foment unrest iri^TnausfrTal centers,
Marx published biting attacks on the Prussian government. When the
government restored its authority, the newspaper was suppressed and
for InjEltement to seditTonr Although acqaitted
at his trial, he was expelled from the Rhineland, returning to
Paris la,.lS4a, Asked 3a^„lei^£Ll^ajice7~ire~went into an exile" in
England that wa.s. to last for the remainder nf-FrTg-TTTg" MSTx-T/as,
now thirty-one years old!'
In London he lived for the outbreak of a revolution which he
was cony3:iL&e.AjojJld_i5Qt£L..a3ate^..liime^ljme^^
signs af^
various times wh^ nnpular^l.acQjajLent flared UP on the Continent,
To prepare for this event he studied the revolutions of^lMsTT^eking the reasons for their failure, ttRrx', conclusions represented
a major change in his theories. He rejected the possiblHtv that
a small_eli4^and,iiQlii powex, unless thp masses
were prepared in advaaca^Jpr^rev^
and theinevitable resis
tance of the entrenciiejl_XQ£^^.s_M.„k^^
This called for a
brea^d prcjgram of education and the establishment of an open party
which would popularize Marxian socialist doctrine fTn the Cnnininn i s t M a n i f e s t o M a r x u
s
e
d
s
o
c
T
^
s
m
fXQBL-tJie Utopian, Tn^ auhaerpjent wyi ti npyq he
fn til?
"socialism" to describe his Ideas), A second^conclusion he reached
M
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was that any CQ_Q.KeratlQii, wlth the bourgeoisie was bound to prove
firFaJ to the proletariat. In any revolutioir~tKenmraOTe'*'^^
necessarily would be unreliable allies, for their interests in the
preservation of capitalism soon would cause them to turn on the
working people,
Marx now devotedJiim&elf _j;£L„th.e^.-tasks of i ndwo^ination and
the organization of
With the major
SiTtlTnes of his philosophy already formulated^ it remained only
to elaborate his basic theories in an almost ceaseless stream of
writings. In his organizational work, Marx was successful in
dominating the International Working Men's Association (or First
International), founded in 1864 by English and French trade
unionists. This phase of his activities will be considered more
fully in the following section.
In his daily life Marx sp*^nt. ]
wri tingLabecomiar reader
in London<
He considered this an ideal vantage point for a study of bourgeois
society, and insisted in later years that his fellow socialists
make use of it to pour over government documents and other
materials which would expose the workings of capitalism. At the
same time, he dedicated many years to a comprehensive analysis of
the capitalist system, publishing his Critique of Political Economy in 1859 and the first volume of Capital in"T867. Thelatter
was completed after his death by devoTed followers, especially
Engelss who edited his notes.
Meanwhile J he eked out a precarious existence. Although a
frequent contribiitor~ to the, IsTew York tri'Emie fro^
TO LAOI,.
"^eZ^iiended^oHierwise on chance windfalls from, w,r_ltlngs,^.-^all ^
3jiherilaacea..imm relatives. aad.,.,gifts from„Engels. Relieving
his poverty were the moments of happiness he derived from love of
his family and his friendship with Engels. Such were transient
moments, however, under the conditions in which he lived. Within
six years after he arrived in Englandp three of his children died.
His wife later suffered from cancerwhile he himself was often
unwell. Until his death at sixty-five, Marx was a martyr to his
work.
With this brief sketch of Marx® life, it now is possible to
turn to a consideration of his major ideas. At the outset it is
important to view the basic philosophical position which found
expression in several of his works, but nowhere received complete
treatment. Consequently, an understanding of Marx® thought
requires a piecing together of excerpts chosen from various writings,
A convenient starting point is to be found in the following, taken
from the preface of A Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy (1859):
~~
The general conclusion at which I arrived and which, once
reached, continued to serve as the leading thread in my stud
ies, may be briefly summed up as follows: In the social prodiir.tlon wh-if'h mon carry nn they
intn definite relations
that are.., indispensaMe
of their willi JUjgaj'"'^
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•relations of mzoduction carrp.&Bon4--t7fV: -tlH f i111 te-stage -ef
The sum
VOX
lA y
m w >» ,mnm
m
—
——
levelopmeiLlL-^
tGim oT these relations. Dl..productii:u3u--coiistiiutes__tJie_eco/i^mTc structure of societiy — the real foundation, on which^
>^'"'^"36 legal and political superstructures and.-to which-.correspona definite forms &£ soci a1 consciousness. The mode of
iIi*^roduction in material life determines the general character
V of the social, political and spiritual processes of life. It
y"
is not the consciousness Qf men that determiiiea-JJaeir-.£:dJlr
eiice, b'ufT"^ the contrary:^, their social existeace.,determines
y
At a certain stage of their developraent7
the material forces of production in society come in conflict
/f,>^/Vwith the existing relations of production, or ~ what is but a
expression for the same thing ~ with the property relaJ^tions within which they had been at work before. From forms
.6' /'
of development of the forces of production these relations
turn into their fetters. Then comes the period of social
revolution. With the change of the economic foundation the
i^/entire immense superstructure is more or less rapidly trans4,ormed. In considering such transformations the distinction
should always be made between the material transformation of
the economic conditions of production which can be determined
with the precision of natural science, and the legal, political,
^A'eligious, aesthetic or philosophic — in short ideological
orms in which men become conscious of this conflict and fight
it out. Just as our opinion of an individual is not based on
what he thinks of himself, so can we not judge of such a
period of transformation by its own consciousness; on the con•r
trary, this consciousness must rather be explained from the
^>y'^'5<^^ontradictions of material life, from the existing conflict
between the social forces of production and the relations of
production. No social order ever disappears.._bMo.rR all the, T o r ~wTiich there is room in it ,._Jia^v.e.J3e.eiu
developed; and new higher relations of production never appear
before Jthe material conditions ,o£-^tJieir^ej^istjejice, have matur
in the womb of thO-old..societyTherefore, mankind always
takes up only such problems as it can solve; since, looking at
the matter more closely, we will always find that the problem
itself arises only when the material conditions necessary for
its solution already exist or are at least in the process of
formation. In broad outlines we can designate the Asiatic, the
ancient, the feudal, and the modern bourgeois methods of pro
duction as so many epochs in the progress of the economic for
mation of society. The bourgeois relations of production are
the last antagonistic form of the social process of production
antagonistic not in the sense of individual antagonism, but
of one arising from conditions surrounding the life of indivi
duals in society; at the same time the productive forces
developing in the womb of bourgeois society create the material
conditions for the solution of that antagonism. This social
formation constitutes, therefore, the closing chapter of the
prehistoric stage of human society. *
* Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy,
trans. N. 1. ^tone (New YorkT" International Library Publishing
Company, 1904), pp. 11-13.
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It is clear that Marx distinguished his own outlook from
that of previous materialists. Thus he wrote in the Theses of
Feuerbach (1845):
In so far as Feuerbach is a materialist, he ignores
history, in so far as he takes history into account, he
no^materialist..
The chief defect of all hitherto existing materialism
[>) — that of Feuerbach included — is that the object, reality,
sensuousness, is conceived only in the form of the object
of contemplation, but not as human sensuous activity,
practice, not subjectively.,..
In practice man must prove the truth, i.e,, the__reaJ^
itv angnp^WiUL»^.Tthe^Jt^hlS-^Sigedt^^
TTls thinkiiiF.. . '
The materialist doctrine fTiai men are products of circum
stances and upbringing and that, therefore, changed men
are products of other circumstances and upbringing forgets
that the educaLtor must himself be educated. Hence this
doctrine necessarily arrives at dividing society into two
parts, of which one towers above society (in Robert Owen,
for example).... Social life is essentially practical.
All mysteries which mislead theory to mysticism
their rational solution in human practice and in the com
prehension of this practice.... The philosophers have
only interpreted the world in various ways, the point
however is to change it.
A final aspect of Marx® materialism may be seen in the
Communist Manifesto (1848), probably the most widely read of
all his works. The manifesto, moreover, presents most of the
leading ideas of Marxian socialism:
A specter is haunting Europe — the specter of communism.
A l l tlie p o w e r s o i oldTJuropFTiave e n t e r S H i n t o ^ T y
^
alliance to exorcise this specter: Pope and Czar, Metternich and Guizot, French Radicals and German police spies.
Where is the party in opposition that has not been
decried as communistic by its opponents in power? Where
the Opposition that has not hurled back the branding
reproach of communism, against the more advanced opposition
parties, as well as against its reactionary adversaries?
Two things result from this fact:
I, Gomnmnism is already acknowledged by nil Piviroppim
powers to Beitself a pow^"
rt is 'Eigh time'that Communists
r>ppra^r^
in the face'ox. the whole world, publish their views,_th^ir
aims, their tendencies, and meet this nursery tale of the~"
specter olf coimnunTsm with a manifesto oriEHe~''parW^T[TseLf.
To this end, Communii'Fs olPvarious nationalities have
assembled in London, and sketched the following manifesto,
to be published in the English, French, German, Italian,
Flemish, and Danish languages.
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I. Bourgeois and Prolelaxians
The history _i3^1---aai-4ilJ-.her to existing sorlptv is fha^
-)ry ofclaffTstn^gFlt^s-^
Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord
and serf, guildmaster and journeyman, in a word, oppressor
a^id__QfipreasLed, stood in constant opposition to one another,
carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now open fight, a
fight that each time ended, either in a revolutionary reconstitution of society at large, or in the common ruin of
the contending classes.
In the earlier epochs of history^ we find almost every
where a complicated arrangement of society into various
orders5 a manifold gradation of social rank. In ancient
Rome we have patricians, knights, plebeians, slaves; in
the Middle Ages, feudal lords, vassals, guild-masters,
journeymen, apprentices, serfs; in almost all of these
classes, again, subordinate gradationsThfi modern bourgeois society that hp«
from tAre
ruins^ fe^udal societyriras~not done a^^ with_cla§a,.^,ntaff-'
ohlsmC It hasbut established new classes, new conditions
oTflippression, new forms of struggle in place of the old
ones 0
Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses,
howevef7~tto~~aistinctive features
It has simplified th^
class antagonismso Socie"^ as a whole is inqre^fl mnrft>
-il^'rrrrnr"t
E"'-ea:£:~TinSm e r.amps.. into two Jiraat
each other. — bourgeoisie an£ pro
letariat.
From serfs of the Middle Ages sprang the chartered
burghers of the earliest towns. From these burgesses the
first elements of the bourgeoisie were developed.
The discovery of America, the rounding of the Cape,
opened up fresh ground for the rising bourgeoisie. The East
Indian and Chinese markets, the colonization of America,
trade with the colonies, the increase in the means of exch
ange and in commodities generally, gave to commerce, to
navigation, to industry, an impulse never before known, and
thereby, to the revolutionary element in the tottering
feudal society, a rapid development.
The feudal system of industry, in which industrial
production was monopolized by closed guilds, now no longer
sufficed for the growing wants of the new markets. The manu
facturing system took its place. The guildmasters were
pushed aside by the manufacturing middle class; division of
labor between the different corporate guilds vanished in the
face of division of labor in each single workshop.
Meantime the markets kept ever growing, the demand
ever rising. Even manufacture no longer sufficeji. Thereupon,
ste^jn irwd
revplutior'"''^f''^-mdus%^?i.al—PX5dtt.otion,
Tliepinre nf manufacture was taken by the giant, modern in.dustrvTt^ Dl ace o.f „,t he Industrl a1
hy industr^al millionaires — the leaders of whole industrial armies,
tl^ modern Dourgeois.
Modern industry has established the world market, for
which the discovery of America paved the way. This market
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has given an immense development to commerce, to navigation,
to communication by land. This development has, in its turn,
reacted on the extension of industry; and in proportion as
industry, commerce, navigation, railways extended, in the same
proportion the bourgeoisie developed, increased its capital,
and pushed back into the background every class handed down
from the Middle Ages.
We see, therefore, how the modern bourgeoisie is itself
the product of a long course of development" of a series q£
re V olutions^^n- tiie ~mades-~of"^r-oduoM€>n~
ex change.
Each step in the development of the bourgeoisie was ac
companied by a corresponding political advance of that class.
An oppressed class under the sway of the feudal nobility, it
became an armed and self-governing association in the medieval
commune; here independent urban republic (as in Italy and
Germany), there taxable "third estate" of the monarchy (as
in France); afterwardSj, in the period of manufacture proper,
serving either the semifeudal or the absolute monarchy as a
counterpoise against the nobilityj and^ in fact, cornerstone
of the great monarchies in general -- the bourgeoisie has at
last, since the establishment of modern industry and of the
world market, conquered for itself, in the modern representa
tive state, exclusive political sway. The executive of the
modern state is but a committee for managing the common
affairs of the whole bourgeoisieo
Thp> hr>ii-rp;p>ni si p hafs pl.aved a most revolutionarv role in
history.
The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has
put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, Idyllic relations. It
has pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound
man to his "natural superiors," and has left no other bond
between man and man than naked self-interest, than callous
"cash payment." It has drowned the most heavenly ecstasies
of religious fervor, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine
sentimentalism, in the icy water of egotistical calculation.
It has resolved personal worth into exchange value, and in
place of the numberless indefeasible chartered freedoms, has
set up that single, unconscionable freedom -- Free Trade. In
jane-JKoawi, for exploitation, veiled by religious and political
illusions, it has substituted naked7shainerellT''~a^
brutal
The bourgeoisie has stripped of its halo every occupation
hitherto honored and looked up to with reverent awe. It has
converted the physician, the lawyer, the priest., the poet, the
man of science, into its paid wage-laborers.
The bourgeoisie has torn away from the family its sentimental veil, and has reduced the family relation to a mere money
jrelaTioQ.
™ ~ ^ "
—
The bourgeoisie has disclosed how it came to pass that the
brutal display of vigor in the Middle Ages, which reactionaries
so much admire, found its fitting complement in the most sloth
ful indolence. It has been the first to show what man's acti
vity can bring about. It has accomplished wonders far surpassing
Egyptian pyramids, Roman aqueducts, and Gothic cathedrals;
it has conducted expeditions that put in the shade all former
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migrations of nations and crusades.
The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revo
lutionizing the instruments of production, and thereby the
relations of production, and with them the whole relations
of society. Conservation of the old modes of production in
unaltered form, was, on the contrary, the first condition
of existence for all earlier industrial classes. Constant
revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted disturbance of
all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty and agitation
distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all earlier ones. All
fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train of ancient and
venerable prejudices and opinions, are swept away, all newformed ones become antiquated before they can ossify.. All that
is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned =, and man
is at last compelled to face with sober senses his real condi
tions of life and his relations with his kind.
The need of a constantly expanding market for its products
chases the bourgeoisie over the whole surface of the globe. It
must nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connections
everywhere.
Thfi.^JxmjF«eeirsire--4ia;s--t4ayou«fa-~a-ts,_.ex p1o i t ation.ja
mark'et giveji a cosmopolitan character^ ,t^^^
and consum
ption in every country^ To the great chagrin of reactionaries,
it hag""®awn from under the feet of industry the national
ground on which it stood, AJ-1 old-es^blished national industries
have been deatro-uexL.iaji.-axe d^ly beTn5destroved„ ^niey~are dTS^
lodgeHTynew industries whose nrCfoatiCtlTin' ••fae'comes a life and
death question for all civilized nations, by industries that no
longer work up indigenous raw materials but raw material drawn
from the remotest zones; industries whose products are consumed,
not only at home, but in every quarter of the globe. In place
of the old wants, satisfied by the production of the country,
we find new wants, requiring for their satisfaction the pro
ducts of distant lands and climes. In place of the old local
and national seclusion and self-sufficiency, we have inter
course in every direction, universal interdependence of nations.
And as in material, so also in intellectual production. The
intellectual creations of individual nations become common
property. National one-sidedness and
bpr.mtifi
more and more Impossibles ajQil»-fxQm,JJia...jaumerous national and
loglT~"li^ratures t^
9.rises a world literature,
The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instru
ments of production, by the immensely facilitated means of
communication, draws all nations, even the most barbarian, into
civilization. The cheap prices of its commodities are the
heavy artillery with which it batters down all Chinese walls,
with which it forces the barbarians' intensely obstinate
hatred of foreigners to capitulate. It compels all nations,
on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of pro
duction; it compels them to introduce what it calls civili
zation into their midst, i.e., to become bourgeois themselves.
In a word, it creates a world after its own image.
The bourgeoisie has subjected the country to the rule of the
towns. It has created enormous cities, has greatly increased
the urban population as compared with the rural, and has thus
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rescued a considerable part of the population from the idiocy
of rural life. Just as it has made the country dependent on
the towns, so it has made barbarian and semibarbarian
countries dependent on the civilized ones, nations of peasants
on nations of bourgeois, the East on the West,
More and more the bourgeoisie keeps dojng- awq,y with th^.
scattere3~state. of the population^ o'f th^~means of production,
and of property. It has agglomeratedpopulalTon", centfaTTzed
means of production, an d has concentrated property in^ja^e-w—
hands. The necessary consequence of this _w_as. political.j£.en^ralTzation. ~-lHctepBTOaOTt7~~oFnB^
connected provinces,
wlrtir-flrepOTate interests, laws, governments and systems of
taxation, became lumped together into one nation, with one
government, one code of laws, one national class interest, one
frontier and one customs tariff.
The bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one hundred
years,"" has created"more massive and colossal productive forces
than hav«=» all preceding generations together. Subjection of
nature's forces to men, machinery, application of chemistry
to industry and agriculture, steam-navigation, railways,
electrical telegraphs, clearing of whole continents for culti
vation, canalization of rivers, whole populations conjured out
of the ground — what earlier century had even a presentiment
that such productive forces slumbered in the lap of social
labor?
We see then that the means of production and of exchange,
which^'^fved "as"''th'e foundatrQil'^
of the "bour^eglsie,
werellgeiierated. in lEeu31XIsj5cIatyTTTlircertain sfage in the
development of these means of production and of exchange, the
conditions under which feudal society produced and exchanged,
the feudal organization of agriculture and manufacturing
industry, in a word, the feudal relations of property became no
longer compatible with the already developed productive forces;
they became so many fetters. They had to be burst asunder;
they were burst asunder.
Into their place stepped free competition^ accompanied by
a social and political constitution adapted to it, and by the
economic and political sway of the bourgeois class.
A similar movement is going on before our eyes. Modern
h«7iirjy^rii s girff-*f+y
j tR relations of production, of exchange
and of property,
society that has "coniured up "^ch gigantic
means of proriiiirtinn
Ts""like the sorr.erer'l^fao
iS no loT^ger ablp tn r^nntrni thp pnwf^rs n f t he nether^orTd
hp
np by
rpni 1 gT - For many a decade past
the history of industry and commerce is but the history of the
revolt of modern productive forces against modern conditions
of production, against the property relations that are the
conditions for the existence of the bourgeoisie and of its
rule. It is enough to mention the commercial crises that
by their periodical return put the existence of the entire
bourgeois society on trial, each time more threateningly. In
these crises a great part not only of the existing products,
but also of the previously created productive forces, are
periodically destroyed. In these crises there breaks out an
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epidemic that, in all earlier epochs, would have seemed an
absurdity — the epidemic of overproduction. Society suddenly finds itself
_iSm5~Tt~appeafs as if a famine, a universal war of devastation
had cut off the supply of every means of subsistence; industry
and commerce seem to be destroyed. And, why? Because there is
too much civilizatio^Et, too much means_pf^^\ibsi^t.§lH<^g.^.^ fflUCa.
industry . too much._JiQmmerGe. The productive forces at the dis
posal of society no longer tend to further the development of
the conditions of bourgeois property; on the contrary, they
have become too powerful for these conditions, by which they
are fettered, and no sooner do they overcome these fetters
than they bring disorder into the whole of bourgeois society,
endanger the existence of bourgeois property. The conditions
of boureeois society are too narrow to comprise the wealthy
preat«=>^
And how does'T¥e"'^6urgedisi¥~get over these
crises? On the one hand by enforced destruction of a mass of
productive forces; on the other, by the conquest of new mar
kets, and by the more thorough exploitation of the old ones.
That is to say, by paving the way for more extensive and more
destructive crises, and by diminishing the means whereby crises
are prevented.
The weapons with which the bourgeoisie felled feudalism
to the ground are now turned against the bourgeoisie itself.
But wot nply hpg
"•'p fnrfypiri thfi weapons that
bring
it..^
also galled into existence the^
men who are "to~wield those weapons — the modern working class
In proportion as the bourgeoisie, i.e., capital, is
developed, in the same proportion is the pro.], the
modern working class, developed -- a class ol laborers, who
live only so long as they find work, and who find work only
so long as their labor increases capital. These laborers, who
must sell themselves piecemeal, are a r.nmniodlty, ij^ke
other article of cpnuafiix^, and ai^e ^corj^^quentXy. ©x
the vicissitudes of competition, to all the fl'uctuatio»S"-©f
irfh0
•
Owing to "Uie extensive use ojLJtt5LcMJiery--an4--to^--divisJron
of labor, the work of the proletariana--has.,l^^
all individual
character. and, consequently, all charm for the workman. He
becomes an appendage of the machine, and it is only the most
simple, most monotonous, and most easily acquired knack, that
is required of him. Hence, the cost of production of a work
man is restricted, almost entirely, to the means of subsistence
that he requires for his maintenance, and for the propagation
of his race. But the price of a commodity, and therefore also
of labor, is equal to its cost of production. In proportion,
therefore, as the repulsiyeness of the work increases, the w^
decreases. "TfajTmore, in proportion as the "use'of machinery
and division of labor increases, in the same proportion the
burden of toil also increases, whether by prolongation of the
working hours, by increase of the work exacted in a given time,
or by increased speed of the machinery, etc. ,
CuUiA
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Modern industry has converted the little workshop of the
patriarchal master into the great factory of the industrial
capitalist. Masses of laborers, crowded into the factory,
are organized like soldiers. As privates of the industrial
army they are placed under the command of a perfect hier
archy of officers and sergeants. Not only are thev slaves
of the bourgreois class, and of the bourgeoTs~sta^tel tE^ are,
^"^daXlyand hour1 y .eiisJ.av e d bv the machineby the overlooker
andTalSove all, by the i ndl'v fdii aI"E)Our ge o is manufacturer
himseljT^ TIie~mDr^^o]^nly this d^potT^ proclaims ^in to
be its end and aim, the more petty, the more hateful and the
more embittering it is.
The less the skill and exertion of strength implied
in manual labor, in other words^ the more modern industry
develops, the more is the labor of men superseded by that
of women. Differences of age and sex have no longer any
distinctive social validity for the working class„ All are
instruments of labor, more or less expensive to use, accor
ding to their age and sex.
No sooner has the laborer received his wages in ^ash. for
the momentiIffg^explo^ tion'~55r"TTreTtramrTactur^^ . than he
IS set upon by the oth^r pnrj£lons of the bourgeoisie, the Tarrtlord .ItHeLsSdpEe&iaerL^tJifi^iiaMUQEroKgTTr'gl^
.j;hfi_lQ3iyer strata of the
ri
— the small trades
people, shopkeepers, and retired tradesmen generally, the
handicraftsmen and peasants — all these sink gradLnaTl-y into
the proletariat, partly because theiF ffiminuTiv^capital does
riot sTJirTce f^r the scale on which modern industry is carried
on, and is swamped in the competition with the large capit
alists, partly because their specialized skill is rendered
worthless by new methods of production„ Thus the proletariat
is recruited. fXQm.aIl„ classes of the
The proletariat goes through various stag^es nf lipv^lonmentr --WjLth its birth begins its struggle with the-bourgeoisie..
At ^irst )the contest - iA^,caxrifid^jQja--haL.JLndi vi dua1 1 aborer_s,
fthen jby the work people of a factory^, thenSb'y lSl^op"era^iYfes,-.,
of one trade, in"on^locality, against The individual bourgeois
who dir^errtty exploits them. They direct their attacks not
against the bourgeois conditions of production, but against the
instruments of production themselves; they destroy imported
wares that compete with their labor, they smash machinery to
pieces, they set factories ablaze, they seek to restore by
force the vanished status of the workman of the Middle Ages.
At this stage the laborers still fom an incoherent mass
scatitered over the whole cc5untry^ and broKen up^^jTlbheir mutual
competition. If anywhere they unite to form j^rg_,j3£mp^
bodies, this is not yeT tEe consequence oT~their own active
jLmio,n^.Jtiut^^
in^
order to attain its.„QWn political ends, is compeLLed to set the
who1e proletariat in motion, and is mo^over_^ti11 able to do
so for„a timer" At this--S-tage, therefore™""tEe lproletarians~rd'o
not fight their eaemies, but the enemies of t^ei^enemies. the
remnants of absolute monarchy, the landowners, the nonindustrial
bourgeois, the petty bourgeoisi^. Thus the^w^ole historical
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movement is concentrated in the hands of the bourgeoisie;
every victory so obtained is a victory for the bourgeoisie.
But with the development of industry the proletariat not
only increases in number; it becomes concentrated in-mieater
masses, its~st'rehg"fH"and it feels
.
The various interests and conditions of life within the ranks
of the proletariat are more and more equalized, in proportion
as machinery obliterates all distinctions of labor and nearly
everywhere reduces wages to the same low level. The growing
competi ti vn
bourgeois, and the resulting" commercial
crises: m
of the'WQXkerS
f l iirtnari
The unceasing improvement of machinery, ever more rapidly
developing, makes their livelihood more and more precarious;
the collisions between individual workmen and individual bour
geois take more and more the character of collisions between
two classes. Thereupon the workers be^in to form combiQations
(trade unionsj^agaihsT th^ bniiiyg-tqoi«
tn^y nanri tngothpr
order to keep up the rate of wages; they found permanent
associations in order to make provision beforehand for these
occasional revolts. Here and there the contest breaks out
J;jitQ_jrijQt§.
'
--------------—
Now and tJaeiL_the workers are victorious, -but only-Xo3?-a
iime.^ ,^Tlie-xeaJL-j£ruit.nf.,jthainot in the immed
iate results, but in the ever expajoiiiiig- UiiijorL-.oi-.tJie-_wnrkRra,,
This.union is furthered by the improved means of communication
which are created by modern industry, and which place the
workers of different localities in contact with one another.
It was just this contact that was needed to centralize the
numerous local struggles, all of the same character, into one
national struggle between classes. But every class struggle
is a political struggle. And that union, to attain which the
burghers of the Middle Ages, with their miserable highways,
required centuries, the modern proletarians, thanks to rail
ways, achieve in a few years.
This organization of the prnlPtarianH into a
?,pd
consequently into a^RoTItical party. J^„_jCfliLtinuaLiayUiei
lij^set ai^ain bv tli&-compe-tition between, the workers themselves.
But it ever rises up again, stronger, firmer, mightier. It
compels legislative recognition of particular interests of the
workers, by taking advantage of the divisions among the bour
geoisie itself. Thus the ten-hour bill in England was carried.
Altogether, collisions between the classes of the old
society further the course of development of the proletariat
in many ways. The bourgeoisie finds itself involved in a cons_tanJ:^-tear%-tie^ A^t^irst"with the arTsTocrac^y.^IIaEer--Qn.4^^
those portions of the" bourgebisie itSjelf whose interests have
become antagonis±±c_,t£L.±he..prjCLgress of ijidustry; at alT'1:imeg"
with the bouxse^is.ie--of^---f.Qr&iga- ccmntries. Tn"all thesenSattles
it sees itself compelled to appeal to the proletariat, to ask
for its help. and^tHus, to"~gragit into the political arena
The bourgeoisie itself, therefore, supplies the proletariat
with its own eI^merrEs~of political and general education, in
other words, it furnishes the proletariat with weapons for
figh-tijig_„the bourgeoisie^
7~
T
~
I "—^
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Further, as we have already seen, entire sections of the
ruling classes are, by the advance of industry, precipitated
into the proletariat, or are at least threatened in their
conditions of existence. These also supply the proletariat
with fresh elements of enlightenment and progress.
Fina11 y,.„_JLJi^times
he class struggle nears the de
cisive hour, the prqcesji OJ„disSDjbitlon. &oAb on,within the_
Idling class, in fact within the whole range of old society,
assumes"^^^^^s^^^^
, glaring character, that a small section
of the ruling 'class cutslits^^^
and Joins the~
_liit,iojiary class, the class, that^^ h^
4;he. Xuture in its„ hands.
Just as, therefore, at an earlier period, a section of the
nobility went over to the bourgeoisie, so now a portion of the
bourgeoisie goes over to the proletariat, and in particular,
a portion of the bourgeois ideologists, who have raised them
selves to the level of comprehending theoretically the hist
orical movement as a whole.
Of all the-„i2la.asfts~-±hat at and fa pa to face wi tfci_^tJie.4aQyrgeoisie today, the proletariat alone is a really revolutionary
ciiLSS:^"" TO
decay aii^r'finaily disappear in the
face of modern industry; the proletariat is its special and
essential product.
The lower middle class, the small manufacturer, the shop
keeper, the artisan, the peasant, all these fight against the
bourgeoisie, to save from extinction their existence as
fractions of the middle class. They are therefore not revolutlQiiary, but conservative. Nar more. they lijFe~~reactij&aa3?v^—for
thej?: try" to
of history. if by chance they
are revolutionary, they" are S6 bM
of their impending
transfer into the proletariat; they thus defend not their
present, but their future interests; they desert their own
standpoint to adopt that of the proletariat.
The "dangerous class," the social scum, that passively
rotting mass thrown off by the lowest layers of old society,
may, here and there, be swept into the movement by a prolet
arian revolution; its conditions of life, however, prepare
it far more for the part of a bribed tool of reactionary
intrigue.
The social conditions of tiie.„Q 1d society no„.lojigex-~exist
fojc^^^the proletariat. The proletarian is witlibut propexiy; his
relation to his~wife aS^^~chi1dren haS~n6~r^ng^~anything in
common with bourgeois family relations; modern industrial labor,
modern subjection to capital, the same in England as in France,
in America as in Germany, has stripped him of every trace of
national character. Law, morality, religion, are to him so many
bourgeois prejudices, behind which lurk in ambush just as many
bourgeois interests.
All the preceding classes that got the upper hand, sought
to fortify their already acquired status by subjecting society
a t l a r g e t o t h e i r c o n d i t i o n s o f a p p r o p r i a t i o n . T h e prni p>ta-ri a n w
cannot bAcomfe.-masi;ers--x>f.--the__productive-J[Qrces of society.
except,.by_abol_tshij5g_ theix.pwa
mode of appfoj^iation,
arid jtbex^y also every other previous mode of appi^^rj^ation.
They have nothing of their own to secure arilT'to" forTifyT^Ti
' mission is to destroy all previous securities for, and insurances
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of, individual property.
All previous historical movements were movements of
minorities, or in the interest of minorities. The proletarian
movement is the self-conscious, independent movement of the
immense majority, in the interest of the immense majority. The
proletariat, the lowest stratum of our present society, cannot
stir, cannot raise itself up, without the whole superincumbent
strata of official society being sprung into the air.
Though not in substance, yet in form, thp stmpp-ip nf
Proletariat witJi.JJie---boiiirp:poisiFi i.s at first ^ na/rinnai
^rugglg. ~~TEie proletari a t nf
miieit,
eouxse,
fxrs-t—
SjELtJtle matters wiJ i l x — b n i i r g ^ o i « » i e .
In depicting the most general phases of the development of
the proletariat, we traced the more or less vailed r.ivii war
raging within existing society, up to the point where that war
.breaks out into open revolution^ and where the violent over
throw of the bourgeoisie lays the foundation for the sway of
the proletariat.
Hitherto, every form of society has been based, as we have
already seen, on the antagonism of oppressing and oppressed
classes. But in order to oppress a class^ certain conditions
must be assured to it under which it can, at least, continue
its slavish existence. The serfj in the period of serfdom,
raised himself to membership in the commune, just as the petty
bourgeois, under the yoke of feudal absolutism, managed to
develop into a bourgeois, Tjie modern laborer, on the contrary,
Instead of rising with the p^gress of industry, sinks deeper
^l^deeper""~below "THalxiOJiaxj^SEs of existence of his own class.
He be~comes "aTTrafOper, and pauperiim"~^ev^eT^s moFe'~ragTdly""'than
population and wealth. And here it becomes evinpirt that thp>
bo^£Seo3^e„_is^..j^^
be tke nnl i
age; n
s£ciety.a g-nd
pyj s±ejT,£^^tipon society
as
. It is unfit to rule because Tt is'ijoG^petent.-Jia-.-ass:a-i^--axi pylgtanrp tn-1 ts slavp :»zJ:rHTn V|7 g""^
because it cannot help letting him sink into such a state, that
it has to feed him, instead of being fed by him. Society can
no longer live under this bourgeoisie, in other words, its
existence is no longer compatible with society.
The essential condition for the existence and sway of the
bourgeois class, is the formation and augmentation of capital;
the condition for capital Is wage-labor. Wage-labor rpsts
exclusively, on compeliltiim-bftto^pr. tv.^
. The advance
of Industry, whose involuntary promoter is the bourgeoisie,
replaces the Isolation of the laborers, due to competition, by
their revolutionary combination, due to association. The dev
elopment of modern Industry, therefore, cuts from under its
feet the very foundation on which the bourgeoisie produces and
appropriates products. What the bourgeoisip thf^r>p>fnT°g>
^
abo3^e_-all-^ag«-jJi^ own grav^dia^e^. Its fa1 .^and _.the„ v 1 ctory
of the proletarjLal are equally inevitable„
II.

5'roletarlans and Communists
to the proletarians

The Communists do not form a separate party opposed to other
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worklngclass partie^.
They have no Interest separate and apart from those of
the proletariat as a whole.
They do not set up any sectarian principles of their own,
by which to shape and mold the proletarian movement.

The Communigtg c
H-i
class partijes„. by_J:M:
PXBl.etar j

Tn. th^ national s-i-rr^g-g-]^^ of
thev point out and

'bring; to t hp frnnt... thi^ romTTiori~lj ntcxji«^a^4^

.,i-ho

+

nr^Le-

tar 1 at, .Ajuiepanjien.t.ljy ' oT" al l"'^
1 1 I n t h e v a r i o u s
s'tS'^s of development which the struggle of the working class
against the bourgeoisie has to pass through, they always and
everywhere represent the Interests of the movement as a whole.
The commiunlststhereforej a£e on the one hand, practically.
the most advancecTand resgLliale. section. s)t. tJxe. worklngclass

that section which piishes f o r w a r d
.aJJ—on the ot hpr ha»4». thAor g-ti na 11 y > thev have over
the great m.as.s_..JxL---th«--&^roXe±ariaj ther.adva^^^^
of march, rh^ r^nnrii t-iQj3g ancl.,.-the„
ultimate general resa
Tge~lmmpdi atPi aim of the Commnni stP is th^^^mp- as that
of all the other proletarian parties- Formation of the nrnl.ptao^iJL ilLta.^.-a_ class r over th,row of boargeol^ c:vipr^ma,f^y
qu^Ji^olLpolit ^^al power hv thP nrni
at

The theoretical conclusions of the Communists are In no
way based on Ideas or principles that have been Invented, or
discovered, by this or that would-be anlversal reformer.
They merely express., In general termsj, actual relations
springing from an existing class struggle, from a historical
movement going on under our very eyes. The abolition of
existing property relations is not at all a distinctive feature
of communism.
All property relations in the past have continually been
subject to historical change consequent upon the change in
historical conditions.
The French Revolution, for example, abolished feudal
property in favor of bourgeois property.
The distinguishing feature of commanism is not the aboli
tion of property generally , but th^-aiiQ.11 ti or, nf bourgebis
property, But modern bourgeois private property is the final
and most complete expression of the system of producing and
appropriating products that is based on class antagonisms, on
the exploitation of the many by the few.
In this sense, the_jtheory of the CommLinists may be summe,d

ap^lii.

_s in^i^

; '~~AEpIXtTDir"^T~pr lvate prone?¥r:

*

We Communists have been reproached with the desire of
abolishing the right of personally acquiring property as the
fruit of a man's own labor, which property Is alleged to be
the groundwork of all personal freedom, activity, and indepen
dence ,
Hard-won, self-acquired, self-earned property! Do you mean
the property of the petty artisan and of the small peasant, a
form of property that preceded the bourgeois form? There Is no
need to abolish that; the development of industry has to a
great extent already destroyed it, and is still destroying it
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daily.
Or do you mean modern bourgeois private property?
But does wage-labor create any property for the laborer?
Not a bit. It creates capital, i.e., that kind of property
which exploits wage-labor, and which cannot increase except
upon condition of begetting a new supply of wage-labor for
fresh exploitation. Property, in its present form, is based
on the antagonism of capital and wage-labor. Let us examine
both sides of this antagonism.
To be a capitalist, is to have not only a purely personal,
but a social status in production. Capital is a collective
,product, and only by the united action of_majiS-mfiiiibers„ nay,
laa"£_rfiLaort p onTy
.the united action of all jgenibege
Qafiital laLtbereJore not a. personal, it is a social, power.
When, therefore—r.a.plta.1, is converted irfEo~~common property,
Jjito the property of all mgmiiexa,of^.sacie-tyr- personal
y
Is not thereby transformed into social property. It is only
the social character of the property that is changed. It loses
its class character.
Let us now take wage-labor.
The average price of wage-labor is the minimum wage, I.e.,
that quantum of the means of subsistence which is absolutely
requisite to keep the laborer in bare existence as a laborer.
VUialu, therefore „ the wage-laborer appropriates by means of his
Laboru merely s^'fiLces-Jxujarolxmg and reproduoe~abare^^H^
ptifWe by no means intend to abolish this personal appro
priation of the products of labor, an appropriation that is
made for the maintenance and reproduction of human life, and
that leaves no surplus wherewith to command the labor of others.
All that we want to do away with is the miserable character
of this appropriation, under which the laborer lives merely to
increase capital, and is allowed to live only insofar as the
interest of the ruling class requires it.
In bourgeois society, living labo;r„is_bu a means to
iiic3?ease..^accwurate"dr.l'aiiii^^
,Communist society. accumulated
l^feQr_JLa.JbHt a meajga^tn widen,/ to-enrlclu. to promote the exis^
enc!g„jaJt-4Ja<^
„
In bourgeois society, therefore, the past dominates the
present; in Communist society, the present dominates the past.
In bourgeois society capital is independent and has individual
ity, while the living person is dependent and has no individ
uality.
And the abolition of this state of things is called by the
bourgeois, abolition of individuality and freedom^ And rightly
so. The abolition of bourgeois individuality, bourgeois indepejadenM7~"and bourgeoIS-..ffjiHomllla„und
tedly
.
JBv freedom is meant. under the present bourgeois conditions
of prHdOcnoir. free trade, free selling anrf
But if selling and buying disappears, free selling and
buying disappears also. This talk about free selling and buy
ing, and all the other brave words of our bourgeoisie about free
dom in general, have a meaning, if any, only in contrast with
restricted selli'ng and buying, with the fettered traders of the
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Middle Ages, but have no meaning when opposed to the Communist
abolition of buying and selling, of the bourgeois conditions
of production, and of the bourgeoisie itself.
You are horrified at our intending to do away with private
property. But in
existing society, privatejprnsexty-xs
already dQuszaffily with Tbi[InixiLe--tejatha._af_.tfe^^^
its
existence for the few is solely due to its nonexistence in the
hands of those nine-tenths. You reproach us, therefore, with
intending to do away with a form of property, the necessary
condition for whose existence is the nonexistence of any prop
erty for the immense majority of society.
In a word, you reproach us with intending to do away with
your property. Precisely so; that is just what we intend.
From the moment when labor can no longer be converted into
capital, money, or rent, into a social power capable of being
monopolized, i.e., from the moment when individual property can
no longer be transformed into bourgeois property, into capital,
from that moment, you say, individuality vanishes.
You must, therefore, confess that by "individual" you mean
no other person than the bourgeois, than the middle-class owner
of property. This person must, indeed, be swept out of the way,
and made impossible.
pvr>rinrtH ' " " " ^ s r u ? r e ^ ^ r ' ^ a l l „ . j
ROTi]Fto~subjugate3

to- deprive, him o f the
mean of sucft approp-

T TJI R "
objected, that upon the abolitl.QiL_Qf prjUale
•" work will cease, and jjLpJ-^gxsaJ^.laziness will oyert ake__iis..^
,
According to this, bourgeois society oug-h-t-lxm^—a'ga ttr
have ^one to the dogs througb-^heeiLJLdl§nesa; for those of its
members who work, acquire nothing, and those who acquire any
thing, do not work. The whole of this objection is but another
expression of the tautology: There can no longer be any wagelabor when there is no longer any capital.
All objections urged against the Communist mode of produc
ing and appropriating material products, have, in the same way,
been urged against the Communist modes of producing and appro
priating intellectual products. Just as, to the bourgeois, the
disappearance of class property is the disappearance of pro
duction itself, so the disappearance of class culture is to him
identical with the disappearance of all culture.
That culture, the loss of which he laments, is, for the
enormous majority, a mere training to act as a machine.
But don't wrangle with us so long as you apply, to our in
tended abolition of bourgeois property, the standard of your
bourgeois notions of freedom, culture, law, etc. Your very ideas
are but the outgrowth of the conditions of your bourgeois pro
duction and bourgeois property, just as your jurisprudence is
but the will of your class made into a law for all, a will whose
essential character and direction are determined by the economic
conditions of existence of your class.
The selfish misconception that induces you to transform into
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eternal laws of nature and of reason, the social forms spring
ing from your present mode of production and form of property -historical relations that rise and disappear in the progress
of production — this misconception you share with every ruling
class that has preceded you. What you see clearly in the case
of ancient property, what you admit in the case of feudal
property, you are of course forbidden to admit ia the case of
your own bourgeois form of property.
Abolition of the family2
Even the most radical flare lup
at this infamous proposal of the Commuaists,
f
0wlxai-^^ndation-±s the present family, \.he bo'inrp-pni«f ami ly/ based? On capital, bnprivat^
ts irnmpi AtAi y
developed form this family exists only among the bourgeoisie.
But this state of things finds its complement in the practical
absence of the family among the proletarians, asi,d la public
prostitution.
The bourgeois family will vanish. ••aa..-.ja-...jaLaJL±jaaL.-.nf
.when
coiBPiement vanishes.
hnt.h wn i ^
• v'UnrsH^l^g 'ot "'irariT f:al".
Do' you cha..rge us with wa.nting to stop the exploitatioa of
children by their parents? To this crime we plead guilty.
But, you will say, we destroy the most hallowed of relations
when we replace hom.e education by social.
And your ediaeationil
Is aot that al&o....-2jQ.,cial „ and de,t.ermined
by the _social •.Qoiii^tlons under which you educate. by'the inter0 d ir e c T ' " " l v r ~
etc.? The Commmists have not invented the iritervesttion of
society ia education.:: they do but seek to .alter the cha.racte,r
of th,at int.ervention, and to rescue education from the influence
of the ruling class.
The bowgsQia-jSlaptrap a.boat the family and educations about
*h® h'STl^'We^ co-re1 atioTT'Wl^a.re

'

mor&_j£i.sga§liiIg' TtaB'nt!roTre7;''15y" the action--^£-4aQjdejn.. iadusfrv ^ all
nnnoivpr thn pr>r;i
gng ^
ia^ " a n d " ' t h e i r

childreri trariSfo:i"ffied into simple artic,les of commerce .aad instr
uments of labor.
But you Communists would introduce community of woraeTaj
screams the whole bourgeoisie in chorus.
The bourgeoisie sees in his wife a mere instrument of produ-ction. He hears thai the instruments of production are to be
exploited in comm.on, and, naturally, can come to no other con-»
elusion than that the lot of being common to all will likewise
fall to the women.
He has not even a suspicion that the real point aimed at
is to do away with the status of women as mere instiuments of
production.
For the rest, nothing is more ridiculous than the virtuous
indignation of our bourgeois at the community of women which,
they pretend, is to be openly and officially established by the
Communists, The Communists have no need to introduce community
of women; it has"""e3riBtnect3'?dnnoi^*"3ff';©ra^
Our bourgeois, not content with having tEe wives and daughters
of their proletarians at their disposal, not to speak of ^^owimon
prostitutes, take the great pleasure in seducing each other's
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wives,
Bourgeois marriage Is in reality a system of wives in
common and thus, at the most
—the Cumuiuulal& iiiiglil pt)ssITBly be reproached with is that they desire to introduce, in
substitution for a hypocritically concealed, an openly legal
ized community of women. For the rest,, it is self-evident,
that the abolition of the present system of production must
bring with it the abolition of the community of women spring
ing from that system^ i.e., of prostitution both public and
private.
The Communists are further reproached with desiring to
abolish countries and nationality,
wr.rU-inoyy|OT. bave no
. We cannot -l;akp f r-7 fhtrm
what .thev have not got. Since the proletariat must first of
all acquire politica.l supremacyj must rise to be the leading
class of the nationj must constitute itself the nationj it is,
so far, itself national, though not in the bourgeois sense of
the word.
National differences and antagonisms between peoples are
vanishing gradua,lly from day to day, owing to the development
of the bourgeoisie, to freedom of commerce, to the world market,
to uniformity in the mode of production and in the conditions
of life corresponding thereto.

The sm23ieniacy of -.the.., proletaaiiat -wi11—-emtge--4hom t o v aniis h

^till faster,

nnijLed action, of the leading civilized countries
one of the first conditions for the emancipation
of the^prgJSiHalT"™'™'
————^
'
la proportion as the exploitation of one individual by
another is put an end to, the exploitation of one nation by
another will also be put an end to. In proportion as the anta
gonism between classes within the nation vanishes, the hos
tility of one nation to another will come to an end,
\
The charges against communism made from a religious, a \
philosophical, and, generally, from an Ideological standpoint)
-are not deserving of ser10as examination,
—^
Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man-s
ideas, views, and conceptions, in one word, man's consciousness,
changes with every change in the conditions of his material
existence, in his social relations .and in his social life?
What else does the history of ideas prove, than that intel
lectual production changes its character in proportiorPas
material production is changed? The raiing laeas of each age
Tiave ever been the ideas of its r jiing classT
^
/
When people speak of ideas that revolutionize society, they
do but express the fact that within the old society the elements
of a new one have been created, and that the dissolution of the
old ideas keeps even pace with the dissolution of the old con
ditions of existence.
When the ancient world was in its last throes, the ancient
religions were overcome by Christianity, When Christian ideas
succumbed in the eighteenth centu~ry to rationalist ideas, feudal
society fought its death-battle with the then revolutionary bour
geoisie, Thft i
of cqbscience, merely gave expression to
fi-ee competition
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within the domain of knowlj^ge.
~ "^ndoubtediy/' it wi11 be said, "religion, moral, philo
sophical and juridical ideas have been modified in the course
of historical development. But religion, morality, philosophy,
political science, and law, constantly survived this change,"
"There are, besides, eternal truths, such as Freedom,
Justice, etc.5 that are common to all states of society. But
communism abolishes eternal truths, it abolishes all religion,
and all morality, instead of constituting them on a new basis;
it therefore acts in contradiction to all past historical
experience."
What does this accusation reduce itself to? The history
of all past society has consisted in the development of class
antagonisms, antagonisms that assumed different forms at dif
ferent epochs.
But whatever form they may have taken, one fact is common
to all past ages, viz., the exploitation of one part of society
by the other. No wonder, then, that the social consciousness
of past ages, despite all the multiplicity and variety it
displays, moves within certain common forms or general ideas,
which cannot completely vanish except with the'total disappear
ance of class antagonisms.
TjnP: r.ntnnmnlst revolution is the most radical rapture with
tradditional property relations; no^wonder. tbat ,lis. develQpme^
ijivolves the most radical rupture with traditional
But let us have done withtbe bourgeois objections to
communism,
We have seen above, that the first step in the revolution
by the working class, is to raise the proletariat to the position
of ruling class, to establish democracy.
The proletariat will use its political supremacy, tn wrort,
by
an r-apitai from' thp bnurp^isieto centralize ail
instruments oT"T3roduction in the hands-af tJip ^tat^,! i.e„„ of
ttiS" proletariat organized as the ruling class; ^d to increase
the total of productive forces as rapidly as possible.
Of course, in the beginning, this cannot be effected except
by means of despotic inroads on the rights of property, and on
the conditions of bourgeois production; by means of measuresj
therefore, which appear economically insufficient and untenable,
but which, in the course of the movement, outstrip themselves,
necessitate further inroads upon the old social order, and are
unavoidable as a means of entirely revolutionizing the mode of
production.
These measures will of course be different in different
countries.
Nevertheless in the most advanced countries, the following
will/be pretty generally applicable.
Abolition of property in land and application of all
L/' re :s of land to public purposes.
A heavy progressive or graduated-44iGo»ft€—t-asfr.
Abolition of all right of inberltajOJCja.
Confiscation of the property of all emigran^^^^^^
Cejitralizatioii_Ql credit ari the hands of the stat^, by
m^ans of a national bank with state capital and an exclusive
'' y •
monopoly
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6, Cfentralization ^ the means of communication and
transport in the hands of tHe state.
"""
~
7. Extension of factories and-i-astruments of production
owned by tlhe state; the bringing into cultivation of waste
lands, and the improvement of the soil generally in accordance
with a common plan.
8. Equal obligation of aXl^-^o—wxtrk.. Establishment of
industriar^finie^ especially for agriculture.
9, Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries;
gradual abolition of the distinction between town and country,
by a more equable distribution of the population over the
country.
10. Free education for all children in public schools.
Abolition of child factory labor in its present form. Com
bination of education with industrial production, etc.
When, in the course of development^ class distinctions
have disappeared, and all production has been concentrated in
the hands of a vast association of the whole nation, the pub
lic power will lose its political character. Political power,
properly so called, is merely the organized power of one class
for oppressing another. If the proletariat during its contest
with the bourgeoisie is compelled, by the force of circumstances,
to organize itself as a class; if, by means of a revolution, it
makes itself the ruling class, and, as such sweeps away by force
the old conditions of production, then it will, along with these
conditions 5 have swept away the conditions for the existence of
class antagonismsp and of classes generally, and will thereby
have abolished its own supremacy as a class.
In place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes and
class antagonisms, we shall have an association, in which the
free development of each is the condition for the free develop
ment of all........
IV. Position of the Communists in Relation
to the Various Existing Opposition Parties
Section II has made clear the relations of the Communists
to the existing worklngclass partiesj such as the Chartists in
England and the Agrarian Reformers in America,
The Communists fight
the-attainment of the immediate
gains, for the enforcement of the momentany.~i]iteras.l .gf the .
working class; butin the movement of the present, they ^l^o
represent and take care of the future of, thal-Jnovement. In
Fr ance~ttrg~ Communi sf s'Tallv^-thi^
Soci al-Democr at s,
againsT~^the conservatives and radical bourgeoisie, reserving,
however, the right to take up a critical position in regard to
phrases and illusions traditionally handed down from the great
Revolution.
In Switzerland they support the Radicals, withoMl-lfiSing;
sight of the
this party consists of antagonistic
elements, partly of Democratic Socialistis, in the French sense,
partly of radicai bourgeois.
In Poland they support the party that insists on an agrarian
revolution as the prime condition for national emancipation,
that party which fomented the ir^urrection of Cracow in 1846.
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In Germany they fight with the bourgeoisie whenever it
acts in a revolutionary way, against the absolute monarchy,
the feudal squirearchy, and the petty bourgeoisie.
But they never cease, for a single instant, to instill
into the working class the clearest possible recognition of
the hostile antagonism between bourgeoisie and proletariat, in
order that the German workers may straightway use, as so many
weapons against the bourgeoisie, the social and political con
ditions that the bourgeoisie must necessarily introduce along
with its supremacy, and in order that, after the fall of the
reactionary classes in Germany, the fight against the bour
geoisie itself may immediately begin.
Thfi-rommunlsts turn their attention chiefly to Germany,
becaiise~-4;iiat- 45o«»try iaJon.'. the eye pT a bourgeoia^
that is bound to be carried out under more advanced conditions
of_ TCn-rnpAan "fj vi 11
much more deVe1 Opexi'prole-"—
"tariat than what existed in Eng 1 an^_i^^^^
sev.^±ee£tE^aH2ZZI5r
Fx-ance-in the eighteenth century, and because the,bourgeois
r.evolution in Germany will be but thfe 15^FeTu
to an immediately..
following pro1etarian reyp1ution.
In short, the Communists everywhere support every revolu
tionary movement against the existing social and political
order of things.
In all these movements they bring to the front, as the
leading question in each case, the property question, no mat
ter what its degree of development at the time.
Finally, they labor everywhere for the union and agreement
of the democratic parties of all countries.
The Communists disdain th^ conceal their views and aims.
They openly declare that tJieir ends xan be attained onlv._by
forcibL&„i3.verthrow_of all existing social conditAQXis. Let the
ruling classes tremble at the Communist revolution. The prole
tarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a
world to win.
W b r k r ± m m g i Q - r i e s , unitep
'v.
An appraisal of Karl Marx necessarily is complicated by the
many controversies which have centered on his thought. Neverthe
less, amid the sectarian criticism, the differing interpretations
offered by disinterested scholars, and the distortions created by
propagandists of varying persuasions, an assessment of his role in
the development of Western Civilization still may be possible.
Taken singly, Marx' ideas were largely unoriginal, primarily
a reformulation of the work of the Utopian socialists in France
and England, the revolutionary tradition of Babeuf and Blanqui, the
criticism of the classical economists, and the idealism of Hegelian
philosophy modified by the materialism of Feuerbach, While Marx
did not always acknowledge his debt to previous thinkersT^be^rf^er
m:alntained that all he had. asserted was unique, Nevertheless;"in a
letter written in 1852, he laid claim to the following contributions:
(1) rlaHHtq.ci a.ra rfilat.gri
sfap-As in fhe development of
product?rogT^^(2)"the ^
must culminate in at daxf^atorship

nf t.iift
and (3) the dieta+r>T.QVii p nf the prole-^iat
Is to lead to a classless soc^iety.
,7.^...ryy.., ^...^,^1

Marx' work may be evaluated from a broader perspective, how
ever, recognizing both his use of older socialist ideas and his
originality. From this point of view, all thought has its ante
cedents in previous history and Marx® contribution may be seen as
the creation of an all-encompassing system of thought out of the
disparate elements constituting its parts. Moreover, the striking
expression of his ideas and the polemical style of his writing
added a dynamic quality to socialist literature.
Apart from this question, a second consideration lies in a
di stl n
ideas o f Marx^ and t hQ^^ of Jils followers.
As his doctrines were presented to an ever-growing audience, they
were simplified. In that form they constituted an understandable
philosophy known as Marxism, in which assumptionss evidence, and
conclusions could be isolated clearly and cited authoritatively.
Thus, Marx joined the ranks of great men throughout history who
have been enshrined in an "ism," almost a live entity function
ing independently of its creator.
—Marx~4limselfi, although inclined to dogmatism, was not as
doctrinaire as the philosophy that bears his name. The materialist
conception of history he considered a suggestive approach, a use
ful analytical tool, but no substitute for painstaking historical
research. He w^s preparedj therefore,, to admit exceptions to his
theories._ In his later y^ars he wrote to an adherent in Russia
that, under certain conditions, socialism in that country might be
based on the age-old peasant communes, without society having to
pass through intermediate stages of development. Viewing the growth
of democracy in Great Britain, he tentatively accepted the possi
bility that socialism there could be realized by peaceful means,
that revolution might not be necessary. In his economic writings,
observers point out that statements in the third volume of Capital,
in effect, contradict judgments made in the first volume. Altogether, Marx was ever more flexible, more open to change, than
many of his most devoted disciples and determined opponents have
been willing to admit.
Beyond this, an assessment of Marx cannot i p-nore the, jaQwerful
influence he has exerte<i on~modern tHouilit and politi,cal,„action.
0?~"^lT~h±B~^6fkhis_,liisistence on the pervasiveness of economic
forces — in the unfolding of history and in existing ideas and
social institutions — emphasized a factorwhich largely had been
overlooked. He thereby stimulated all ©f the goclaX-^gienceg";
^nfrijb^
deeper understanding of Western,jaan.,_ Marx'
infiiience on political history ts^ jaoapo-^omplex, involving movements
which can be attributed to his inspiration, as well as nonsocialist
groups which have had to give response to the challenge of his
ideas.

